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QUESTION 1

The COMPATIBLE parameter is set to 12.2.0.0.0. 

Which two statements are true about SQL identifier lengths? (Choose two.) 

A. Disk group, PDB, and tablespace names are limited to 30 bytes. 

B. Table names can be as long as 128 bytes. 

C. Database names can be as long as 30 bytes. 

D. Database link names can be as long as 30 bytes. 

E. Database names can be as long as 128 bytes. 

Correct Answer: BE 

Reference: https://oracle-base.com/articles/12c/long-identifiers-12cr2 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is true about transportable tablespaces? 

A. The tablespace data file or data files to be plugged in to the target database cannot have a different block size than
any of the source database\\'s data file or files. 

B. The cannot be dictionary-managed tablespaces 

C. The source tablespace can be encrypted D. They can be administrative tablespaces such as SYSTEM or SYSAUX 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A multi-tenant container database (CDB) contains three PDBs. 

Which three are prerequisites for performing a cross-platform transport of any of the PDBs? (Choose three.) 

A. The CDB should be in MOUNT state. 

B. The source and target platforms must have the same endianness. 

C. The COMPATIBLE parameter must be set to 12.2 or greater in the CDB. 

D. The source PDBs must be closed for a cross-platform PDB backup. 

E. Flashback database must be enabled for the CDB. 

F. The CDB must use Automatic Memory Management. 



Correct Answer: BCD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/12.2/bradv/rman-transportingdata-across-
platforms.html#GUID-B0178538-6E41-455D- 8166-FBB1EDC5D198 

 

QUESTION 4

HR.EMP.EMPLOYEE_ID is the primary key of the HR.EMP partitioned table, which contains 108 rows and 

resides in the EXAMPLE tablespace. 

HR executes this command: 

SQL> CREATE TABLE employees TABLESPACE users FOR EXCHANGE WITH TABLE hr.emp; 

Table created. 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Dependent objects of HR.EMP are automatically created for HR.EMPLOYEES. 

B. HR.EMP is moved to the USERS tablespace. 

C. The column names HR.EMP and HR.EMPLOYEES are identical. 

D. The HR.EMPLOYEES table has 108 records. 

E. HR.EMPLOYEES.EMPLOYEE_ID is the PRIMARY KEY of HR.EMPLOYEES 

F. The column order HR.EMP and HR.EMPLOYEES are identical 

Correct Answer: CF 

 

QUESTION 5

In which two situations does the INHERIT ANY PRIVILIGES privilege regulate the privileges used? 

A. when a user creates a new user 

B. when a user performs a GRANT or REVOKE operation 

C. when a user queries a BEQUEATH CURRENT_USER view that references an invoker\\'s right procedure 

D. when a user runs a procedure created with invoker\\'s right 

E. when a user runs a procedure created with definer\\'s right 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/database/121/DBSEG/dr_ir.htm#DBSEG661 

 



QUESTION 6

USER1 is an OS user with the password oracle and is only a member of the oinstall group. In the ORCL database, the
OS_AUTHEN_PREFIX value is ops$. 

Examine these commands executed by the DBA: 

SQL> CREATE USER ops$user1 IDENTIFIED externally; 

SQL> GRANT create session TO ops$user1; 

How can USER1 be given the SYSRAC privilege? 

A. Make User1 a member of the OSDBA group in Linux or the ORA_%HOMENAME%_SYSDBA group in Windows
only. 

B. Grant SYSRAC to user1. 

C. Grant SYSRAC to ops$user1. 

D. Make USER1 a member of the OSRACDBA group in Linux or the ORA_%HOMENAME%_SYSRAC group in
Windows. 

E. Grant SYSDBA to ops$user1 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Examine this command: 

Which statement is true? 

A. Up to four worker processes are allocated to export data and metadata 

B. Four worker processes are allocated to export only data 

C. Four worker processes are active to export only metadata 

D. Four worker processes are allocated to export data and metadata 

E. Four worker processes are allocated when there is sufficient CPU available 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://oracle-base.com/articles/10g/oracle-data-pump-10g 

 



QUESTION 8

Examine these parameters in a PFILE used to start database instance. 

Which two statements are true after an instance restart is attempted and why? (Choose two.) 

A. PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET and SGA_TARGET remain 1G and 2G respectively. 

B. PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET and SGA_TARGET are set to zero for the instance. 

C. The MEMORY_MAX_TARGET parameter is set to zero for the instance. 

D. MEMORY_MAX_TARGET is automatically set to 4G for the instance. 

E. The instance does not start because AMM is enabled but PGA_AGGREGATE_TARGET and SGA_TARGET are set
to nonzero values. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three statements are true about the SQL Performance Analyzer? (Choose three.) 

A. It recommends the use of SQL Tuning Advisor for regressed SQL statements. 

B. It recommends the creation of indexes for regressed SQL statements. 

C. It compares and analyzes execution plans for the SQL statements in a SQL Tuning Set (STS). 

D. It always executes triggers that are fired recursively in FULLDML mode. 

E. It generates execution plans for each SQL statement in an STS. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/e12024/spa.htm 

 

QUESTION 10



To which two components does the term "shape" refer in Oracle Database Cloud Service (DBaaS)? (Choose two.) 

A. number of network interface cards (NICs) 

B. number of database instances 

C. number of CPUs 

D. amount of RAM 

E. number of storage LUNs 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://cloud.oracle.com/database/faq 

 

QUESTION 11

In your CDB, DEPTCDB, local undo is enabled. You successfully execute this command: FLASHBACK PLUGGABLE
DATABASE hrpdb to SCN 424366; 

Which action must you perform next? 

A. Open HRPDB 

B. Take a backup of DEPTCDB 

C. Take a backup of HRPDB 

D. Open HRPDB with RESETLOGS 

E. Open DEPTCDB with RESETLOGS 

F. Open DEPTPDB 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://dbaclass.com/article/performance-flashback-pluggable-databasepdb-oracle-12-2/ 

 

QUESTION 12

You plan to use Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) for the ORDERS table. 

Which is true about Heat Map statistics when HEAT_MAP is ON? 

A. They are collected for all segments except for those in the SYSTEM and SYSAUX tablespaces, and are stored in the
SYSTEM tablespace. 

B. They are collected for all segments except for those in the SYSTEM and SYSAUX tablespaces, and are stored in the
SYSAUX tablespace. 

C. They are collected for all segments and are stored in the SYSAUX tablespace. 



D. They are collected for all segments and are stored in the SYSTEM tablespace. 

E. They are collected only for the ORDERS table if it has an associated ADO policy. 

Correct Answer: D 
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